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Upland Camping 

Rules 
 

 

 

1. Owner is responsible for the safe locating of their unit. 

2. Owners are held responsible for the security of their unit.  

3. Owner is responsible for the maintenance and safety of units  

4. Owner must keep their locked when absent, and nothing should be left in such a way to invite 

theft or vandalism. 

5. Owners may carry out routine maintenance work, but no litter is to be left on the premises. 

The storage of flammable liquids, oily rags, etc, is prohibited. 

6. Major restoration or maintenance projects are not to be undertaken on the site without 

permission. 

7. Owners must be kept their site clean at all times. 

8. Owners are not permitted to charge a fee nor solicit donations for any purposes without the 

consent of the SHVL manager. 

9. Any unit stored without authorization will be towed away at the Owner’s Expense. 

10. Boat, trailer or otherwise will not be allowed for storage on the camp site 

11. Additional camping units on site is not permitted, however, SHVL will have limited space for 

guests at $25 per night. Advance reservations are required. 

12. Owner units must be movable in the case of an emergency ie: no locks on hitches. This will 

allow SHVL to protect property if necessary. 

13. SHVL provides septic and grey water removal at $45.00 per occurrence during summer 

months (Jun-Sep). 

14. SHVL charges a 5% commission rate on any advertised craft or RV be sold on SHVL property. 

15. SHVL charges an 8% commission rate on any advertised craft or RV whose sale was initiated 

by SHVL. 

16. SHVL has full authority to approve or deny a new site owner. 

17. SHVL will supply refuse containers and will provide pick up service for the same. 

18. SHVL washroom & shower facilities are available to paid camping guests. Keys are provided. 

19. SHVL laundry facilities are not available for public service. 

20. Any parties under the age of 19 will not be allowed to use the unit without at least one (1) 

adult supervisor. 

21. Pets may be allowed under special circumstance with the approval of SHVL. The main criteria 

being that no disturbance will be allowed to the operation of SHVL or clients. 

22. Clients and guests must conduct themselves in a manner conducive to the safety of the site 

and the quiet enjoyment of others. 

23. Note that there is a speed limit of 10 km/hr on SHVL property. 

24. The use of all-terrain vehicles on the site is prohibited by government authority. SHVL can use 

them for the express purpose of operations necessity. Golf carts are permitted. 

25. The sites will accommodate up to two (2) resident vehicles. Additional vehicles parking may 

be available on SHVL property. Please contact SHVL manager for availability. 

26. These sites are for the quiet enjoyment of the lessee and their immediate family only. 

27. As a general rule, 11 p.m. will be quiet time. Always keep in mind the quiet enjoyment of 

others. 


